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Blazer Fittings
Blazer fittings, sponsored by the Junior
Class, will be made Monday, Feb. 7. Fittings
will be made from 12 noon until 6:30 p.m. in
meeting room No. 1 above the loggia. This is
the last chance this year for students to be
fitted for blazers.
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Otis Redding And His Orchestra
Initiate Second Semester Dances
First Concert Of Second Semester Jay And The Americans
Features The Original Piano Quartet
Give Conceit Friday

Otis Redding will provide the musical entertainment for the Saturday night Midwinters dance of the CDA Feb. 5.

26 CU Students Earn
4.0 Semester Average
Twenty-six students out of
189 high honors undergraduates completed the fall semester at Ciemson University
with a 4.0 semester average.
The seniors, led by their brilliant mid-year graduate Glenn
Huff of Whitmire, achieved ten
4.0 records. All "A" scholars
Dwain Altman of Gresham,
John L. Brock of Central, and
Huff of Whitmire were graduated in December. Seven freshmen, including Presidential
scholar Charles Shirley of Piedmont, five juniors, and four
sophomores followed the seniors.
Only one non-freshman, Donald W. Shelley of Lexington,
S. C, has maintained a perfect record for his full time at
Ciemson. The sophomore premed student earned all A-s for
the third time in a row to take
his class's academic leader-

ship away from football player Jimmy Addison of Fairfax,
Ala., who made his only B to
date.
Juniors Nelson O' Bryan of
Salters and Bob Rolli of Valley
Forge, Pa., each earned all A's
to take the academic lead in
their class with 3.96 and 3.92
cumulative averages respectively.
Ciemson University students
earning all "A's" in the first
semester include: G. L. (Don)
Bailes, Greenwood; G. E. (BUI)
Bryan, Allendale; O. Marion
Burton, Abbeville; Teresa L.
Charles, Spartanburg; Linda J.
Huff, Snowshoe, Pa.; Littleton
G. Lewis, Bishopville; Waenard
L. Miller, Greenville; B. Rhett
Myers, Pickens; Nelson B. 0'Bryan, Salters; Donald B.
Pounder, N. Charleston; Robert J. Rolli, Wayne, Pa.; John
K. Segars, Bishopville.

Fourth Regimental Drill Meet
To Climax PR's Annual Events
The
Ciemson University
Pershing Rifles will play host
to the members of the Fourth
Regiment, Pershing Rifles, in
the Regimental Drill meet. The
meet will be held in the basement of the Geology building,
headquarters for the entire
regiment, beginning today.
Twice a year, Fourth Regimental Headquarters holds an
assembly for the purposes of
ironing out difficulties, amending the constitution, and discussing ways in which the Regiment can be improved.
Cadets from eleven schools
(Tennessee Technological University, Ciemson University,
Wake Forest, Auburn University, Jacksonville State College,
Florence State College, North
Carolina State University, University of Georgia, Furman
University, Georgia State College, and South Carolina State
College) will be attending the
assembly. The representatives
from these schools, which represent five states, will begin
arriving at Ciemson at 4:00 p.
m. on Friday, Jan. 2%forregistration.
After registering, the unit
commanders and advisors will
meet with Regimental Commander, P/R Colonel John
Fernandez and the Executive
Officer, P/R Lieutenant Colonel
Gene L. Spence, and the advisor, Major Allen T. Ford,
for a commanders conference.
The other staff officers: P/R
Majors John Beckroge, Lory
Johnson, Tom Bukovac, Jim
Griffin, and Frank Kapp, will
meet with the remaining unit
representatives for an informal
discussion at another building.
After the conference, the units

will retire to the Senconee Motel,
where their rooms have been reserved by the Regiment.
At 9:00 a.m. the next morning, the business part of the
Assembly starts in meeting
(Continued on page 6)

Also: Donald W. Shelley, West
Acton, Mass.; Charles G. Shirley, Piedmont; William M.
Simpson, Bethune; Thomas E.
(Continued on page 3)

By HARRY TINSLEY
TIGER News Writer
The
Ciemson University
Concert Series will present the
Original Piano Quartet in concert on Wednesday, Feb. 9, in
the Field House.
The Original Piano Quartet,
the only musical ensemble of
its kind in the musical world
today, was conceived and originated in Europe before the outbreak of World War II. The
quartet dramatically impressed
audience and critics alike in
their performance with the Berlin Vivaldi Concerto for Four
Pianos and Orchestra. This enthusiastically received performance encouraged the Quartet to
continue as a group. Within a
very short time they became
known as one of Europe's favorite musical attractions, making many successful appearances in Paris, Amsterdam, Vienna, Brussels, Zurich, and
other major cities.
In May 1950, the Quartet
made its American debut in
New York, thus launching a
second brilliant career which
has taken them repeatedly
across this continent to virtually every major city in the
U. S. A. and Canada, playing more then two thousand
concerts to sold out houses. A
dozen years on the N. B. C.
Radio Network in their own
weekly program won the highly coveted Peabody Award for
the best musical program, and
twice won the Musical America Award as the foremost in-

"Ciemson N ight" Even
Celebrated In Vietnam
Traditional "Ciemson Night
Around the World" this year
reaches embattled Vietnam
where
Ciemson University
graduates on duty will pause,
where possible, to reflect on the
future of alma mater.
Wherever they may be, Ciemson graduates plan to meet the
first Tuesday in February
(Feb. 1) when alumni groups
and clubs in the U. S. and other
parts of the world share good
Ciemson fellowship in cooperation with the Ciemson Alumni
Association representing more
than 25,000 living alumni.
Ideas and suggestions for
building a better and more progressive Ciemson were explored by the men and women
of some 40 Ciemson clubs during special programs last year.
Expected this year is an even
wider observance by the alumni
with the assistance of the
Alumni Office staff in furnishing speakers, films
and
materials descriptive of theuni-

versity and its objectives.
Participating in the salute toalma mater will be clubs from
Boston to Los Angeles and
numerous places in between,
(Continued on page 6)

strumental ensemble on the
American scene. In 1954, the
Quartet made two movie shorts
for 20th Century-Fox, one of
which was nominated for the
Academy Award for the best
Musical Short Subject. Their
television and recording performances have added to their
wide popularity.
The secret of the Quartet's
success lies in its mass appeal,
in its breathtaking and matchless precision, and in its dra-

Ciemson Sororities Induct
Thirty-two Hew Members
Last week, the Inter-Sorority
Council held its annual Rush
Week. Rush began for the coeds on Saturday, Jan. 15, and
bids were sent out last Friday.
Under Clemson's sorority
rules, each sorority has a quota
of 14 new members, and open
bids are sent to the prospective
pledges. Altogether, 40 young
women participated inrush.
Gail Dixon is president of the
ISC.
Chi Chi Chi has changed its
name to Delta Theta Chi. New
pledges for Delta Theta Chi
are
Helen Bunch, Caren
Crouch, Joan Ferwell, Janet
Garrison, Connie Gilstrap,

Sander Smith, Cada Jenkins,
Gail Titcomb, Helen Smith, and
Linda Sorrells.
New pledges for Omicron
Zeta Tau include Beckie Ballard, Suzanne Clark, Eva Sue
Edwards, Cheryl Galgoci, Carrell Hunter, Betty Lynn, Lucy
Merritt, Gloria Shaw, Betty
Smith, and Carol Wooten.
Sigma Beta Chi received the
largest pledge class. New members include Sherry Alley,
Becky Carlton, Evelyn Floyd,
Carol "Fizzle" Jackson, Marilyn Jones, Ande Mitchell,
Frankie Pitts, Jeri Rigoulot,
Karen Robey, Margaret Seay,
Shelley White, and Judy Wood.

Malone Offers Cash
The Henry T.. Malone-Gamma Alpha Mu Award offers
fifty dollars to the Ciemson
undergraduate who writes the
best historical feature story to
appear in The TIGER. The
story may be on campus, community, or state history.
The award, sponsored by
The TIGER, is presented annually on Honors and Awards

Architectural Students
Honored With Citations
Ciemson University's top at Ohio University and Mark
architectural students will be B. Lowery, distinguished dehonored with awards and ci- signer and architect from New
tations at the annual winter Orleans.
meeting of the South Carolina
Dean Harlan E. McClure of
Chapter, American Institute of the Ciemson University School
Architects, Friday and Satur- of Architecture will introduce
day (Jan. 28 and 29) in the the speakers and moderate the
Francis Marion Hotel at
Charleston.
Charles Laws, president of
the Solite Corp., and Earle
Gaulden of Greenville, retiring
chapter president, will present
the awards.
Given through the auspices of
the
Ciemson Architectural
Foundation, the Solite prizes
Company K, 7th Regiment,
will go to James I. Martin of
Concord, N. C, and Charles of the National Society of ScabT. Smith of Greenvile. Winners bard and Blade accepted for
of Solite First Mention awards membership seventeen new
are William R. Bethune and J.
Clark Plaxco, both of Columbia.
The architects will also salute
the four students who received
top honors in the School of
Phi Eta Sigma, freshman
Architecture at Honors and
Awards Day: Michael H. Finch honorary fraternity, will send
of Takoma Park, Md., winner invitations to eligible freshof the National American In- men within the next week.
stitute of Architects School Freshmen with a grade-point
Medal award for senior archi- ratio of 3.5 or above will be
tectural students, and runner- invited to join.
Phi Eta Sigma also sponup Norman W. Talley of Bresors an annual mathematics
vard, N. C.
Also to be recognized are examination and an English
the winner of the S. C. Chapter examination. These exams
of AIA award for a fourth- are open to all members of the
year student in the design op- freshman class. The winners,
tion, Frederick W. Wood of who do not have to be memCharlotte, N. C, and winner bers of Phi Eta Sigma, reof the same award for the ceive their choice of a $25
structures option, Edward E. savings bond or a gift certificate at the book store. The
Garvin of Charleston.
Three architects of national examinations for this year will
and international fame will ad- be given during the first week
dress the meeting's educational of February. Further ansessions on the general theme, nouncements about these
"The Architect's Broadening examinations will be made.
Chuck Whitney was last
Geographical Responsibilities."
They are Jan Reiner, architect year's recipient of the English
and consultant from St. Peters- award, and Herbert Littlejohn
burg, Fla., William G. Reck- was the winner of the mathemeyer, professor of architecture matics award.

Day. Inaugurated by Dr.
Henry T. Malone, Class of
1937, in order to stimulate interest in the composition of historical features for The TIGER,
the award is now in its third
year. Last year's winner was
Bill Johnson, current TIGER
Features Editor.
Entries for the annual award
must be original compositions,
involving research, of no less
than 800 words. Anyone wishing to enter must type their entry
and submit it to The TIGER
Feature Editor. The deadline
for this year's entries is the week
of the March 11 TIGER issue.
Qualifying features which are
received later than this date will
be eligible for next year's
award. All historical features
of sufficient length which appear in the TIGER before the
deadline are automatically considered for the award.
The Feature Editor of the
TIGER will make the final decision concerning the suitability of material for publication.

New Pledges Accepted
By Scabbard And Blade
Invitations Sent
By Phi Eta Sigma

Doug Robertson and Danny Grubbs siew "fish" Charles
Hill in a pot of cold water during Scabbard and Blade initiation held this week. (Photo by Levine)

matic range of color, which,
critics say, reaches orchestral
dimensions. The four famous
musicians are Adam Garner,
Edward Edson, William
Gunther, and Frank Mittler, all
of whom began their study of
music at an early age.
Admission will be by Ciemson student ID card, a Concert
Series season ticket or by individual ticket sold at the door
for $2.50. The concert will begin at 8:00 p.m.

pledges on Jan. 18th. The
pledges were chosen from fortytwo advanced Army and Air
Force ROTC cadets invited to
appear before a Review Board.
All active members of Company K, 7th Regiment, of Scabbard and Blade, commanded
by Miles S. Stevens, were members of the board.
The pledges represent the best
qualities of leadership, service,
and character to be found in the
Army and Air Force ROTC
programs.
The strenuous
pledge program is being carried out during the week of Jan.
24 to Jan. 29. Pledges have
been wearing fatigues to class
all week, and have been facing
harassment from the old members on the quadrangle at noon
each day. The week will be concluded with a dinner and a night
problem between the new "fish"
and the old "whales".
The "fish" are Hal Lowder,
Jerry McMullan, Guy Phifer,
Steve Page, Graham Pritchard,
John Ranny, Shep Rustin, Steve
Trammell, Steve Best, Jerry
Brannon, Joe Burnette, Butch
Corley, Dick Franklin, Clark
Graham, William N. "Bill"
Hannah, and William P. "Bill"
Hannah.

By BILL ANDERSON
CDA Staff Writer
The Central Dance Association will present its first
dance of 1966, Midwinters, the weekend of Feb. 4-5.
Friday night, Feb. 4, the sensational singing group,
Jay and the Americans will present a concert in the
University Field House from 8:30 until 10:30 p.m.
Following on Saturday
night, Feb. 5, the rocking
soul music of Otis Redding and
his band will entertain in the
University Dining Hall from
8:00 until 12:00 ftm. Both the
dance and the concert will be
informal.
Combine a mortician, three
college students, and a shoe
salesman, and you have Jay
and the Americans. Even
though the formula for success never really comes that
easy, Jay and the Americans,

Draft Notice!
Mr. Kenneth Vickery, Ciemson Registrar, has announced
that all Georgia and Tennessee residents should be sure
that they are taking at least
15 semester hours.
Legislation passed in these
states makes it necessary for
students to take at least this
number of credits to obtain
deferments from selective
service. This legislation went
into effect Jan. 1.
Mr. Berry of the registrar's
office will permit a few people
to sign up additional credits
after the stated deadline, which
was yesterday.
The minimum credit load in
South Carolin remains at 12
hours, and it is doubtful that
any change will be made in
this rule in the next six months.

drawn together by common
musical interests, was formed
in September of 1961.
All were raised together in
New York City in the same
neighborhood, and after forming their own group, they
worked steadily in and around
the New York area in the following months. However, daily
practice and working together
in their search for a new and
different sound soon paid off.
One day they simply walked
into the office of Lieber and
Stroller, requested an audition,
got it, and, before returning
home that evening, made ar-t
rangements to record for
United Artists. The very next
day they cheerfully said goodbye to their previous occupations in order to devote full
time to their new career.
The results of the first session
was a ballad entitled "She
Cried," which became a number one record on the nation's
music charts. When British rock
and roll acts invaded the American charts, Jay and the Americans were the only American
group in the top ten with their
hit "Come a Little Bit Closer."
Jay Black, the lead singer
and a former shoe salesman,
joined the Americans after previously giving up show business. Also, Kenny Vance,
Sandy Deane, Marty Sanders,
and Howie Kane, a licensed
mortician, complete the group.
(Continued on page 6)

Karate Club Plans To Enter
Clemson's Activities Calendar
A Karate Club is preparing
to enter the Ciemson University
activities calendar.
With appeal aimed at those
persons who are interested in
keeping in good physical
shape, or who are prudent
enough to want to be prepared
for any situation, the Karate
Club, under the guidance of
Lance Duvall and Mack Frost,
will hold its first organizational meeting Tuesday, Feb. 1,
at 7:30 p.m. in meeting room
1 of the Student Center.
Karate ("the art of openhanded fighting") has come
down through the ages from an
unknown Oriental source.
There are many versions of
how Karate originated.
Different legends connect the
beginning of karate with different people and groups, but
several of the legends agree
that karate was developed into
the most deadly of the weaponless types of fighting.
Americans first encountered
karate in the late 1800's when
American explorers came into
contact with China, Japan, and
Korea. Now there are many
groups of Americans who are
experienced in the use of karate.
The new club here is to be
affiliated with the American

Tang Soo Do Association.
"Tang Soo Do" means "art of
the knife hand."
As interest and memberships
increase, it is hoped that the
club will be able to get a graduate student Black Belt instructor. Now, however, Lance
Duvall who is a physics graduate student and fifth-degree
green belt, will be the instructor
and will be aided by Mack
Frost, an undergraduate M.
E. major.
They expect to be able to
handle approximately thirty
students. The practice sessions
are tentatively set for Tuesday
and Thursday afternoons from
4:30-6:30. The only thing required of the new student is
that he be ready and willing
to learn, and that he buy his
own practice uniform.
There are few requirements
for joining the club. The only
thing that might deter a student
from joining is back trouble.
Since karate is a strenuous
sport, a person with a known
back ailment might have some
trouble occurring from the
practice of this sport.
All those interested in joining
the club should try to attend the
first meeting, at which officers
will be elected.

Fancy Footwork — Karate Style
- 43 I
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Phantasmagoric Pandemonium!

Tigs Get TV For Basketball;
But Serious Problems Remain

Clemson University rr

He Roars For

By CHARLES HILL
Associate Editor
On Tuesday night, January 11, long lines of
impatient basketball fans stood outside Clemson's
old gym-ette, optimistically called a Field Houe,
in hopes of getting in to see the Duke Blue Devils,
the nation's number one team, battle the local five.
The hour grew later, the lines grew longer, and
the tempers grew shorter. Finally, the tensions
broke with the crowd, and the resulting mob
stormed the Field House en masse.
Fortunately, no one was seriously crushed in the
mob, but Student Affairs and Athletic Department
officials were seriously enough concerned to get
their heads together in an impromptu meeting the
next day. The USC-Clemson game was less than
a week away, and it was expected to draw as many
people as the Duke thriller had. Something had to
be done, and quick.
The result of that meeting, and the next four
days of harried action, was that Clemson was
equipped by Saturday night with a closed-circuit
television system to handle the anticipated overflow.
But Saturday afternoon brought ice and snow,
and the expected throng failed to materialize. Only
a handful of people needed to take advantage of
the telecast, but there is satisfaction in knowing that
the systeip is now installed in case of future need,
pending completion of the longed-for new coliseum.
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Coffee-Cup Culture
There's a place downtown where
we can go—if only we will. It's called
the Jabberwocky. Started last year by
a group of enterprising students who
wished to bring a bit of lively atmosphere to a rather listless little
town, the coffee house flourished for
the remainder of its first year. But now
that the novelty has worn off, now
that the Jabberwocky is accepted as
simply being "there," the once swollen
flow through its portals has died to
a mere trickle. Why.
Perhaps Clemson isn't ready for
such a heady setting—dim lights, hazy
conversations, folk-guitar music,
stimulating discussions, black, black
coffee. There's really no telling what
you might pick-up down there, for
what's said and heard and played
may be just a little off the normal
campus beat. But who would dare
frequent an off-beat place? Not us.
We're conservatives—super-conservatives. Places like that just aren't nice
places to go. Why, did you know they
actually play chess games down
there?! Shocking, isn't it.
A more art-centered school would
feel absolutely poverty-stricken if they
were deprived of their local equivalent
to our coffee house. Even now a columnist in a nearby university (Georgia)
crys out for "a dimly lighted place to
drink coffee, strum guitars and read
poetry...." And to insure the dignity
of the establishment, the same writer
suggests that "the college or some
responsible group on campus could
supervise it, and maybe secure some
special attractions to recite or lecture
to the students..., whether it be art,
music, literature or philosophy."
Imagine that! Jabberwocky II. Only
it's a sure bet that the establishment
would be considerably better received
there than here, and herein lies the
crux of our problem: student interest.
It's not just lack of interest in the

coffee house. It seems that students
on this campus are of two minds:
either they do anything but study or
they do nothing but. There seems to
be no middle ground. Consequently
student organizations such as WSBF,
Taps, the Tiger, and the Chronicle
"find themselves short-staffed and overworked. Consequently, too, the Jabberwocky is on the brink of abandonment.
It's unfortunate that such a situation
exists, for while acquiring an education certainly necessitates a great
deal of study, it entails much more
than book-learning. It means getting
out in this old world and living a
little. It means trying out new ideas,
new modes of thought, new tastes in
music, dress, and art. It means being
aware of what's going on here
and there, forming opinions, and
participating in discussions, And of
course it means broading your
realm of knowledge to include the
arts as well as the sciences.
This is where the Jabberwocky
comes into the picture; it diversifies
you, gives you a chance to take time
out and think, confronts you with new
ideas or new ways of looking at old
ones, surrounds you with an atmosphere quite void of the stiffness of the
classroom or the emptiness of a dorm
room. Armed with a background such
as it helps to supply, one might even
pick up a little culture from this institution as well as a degree. But it's
up to you to get what you want.
In brief, that's the purpose of the
Jabberwocky. It's a type of soaking
pit—for culture: just sit down there and
culture, culture, culture. (Rather than
sit in your room and stagnate, stagnate, stagnate.) As the ad says, be
lively! for this is a lively generation,
and if you sit: too long you're liable
to stick. Stuck.

Quoth The Gamecock
LETTERS TO TOM

Booze Education Course For Kiddies
Dear Tom,
One day last week while I
was over in the room next to
mine trying to keep the boys
from going to sleep, I noticed
an article in the Greenville
News. It seems that this psychiatrist thought that children
in public grade schools should
be taught how to handle social
drinking. He claimed that be*
cause over fifty per cent of the
nation's population drink in
some way, shape, or form
anyway, that the children
should be schooled early in
the dangers of the whiskey
habit and also how to combat
it effectively.
The governor of this head
shrinker's home state said that
this psychiatrist should see a
psychiatrist. I agree with the
governor one hundred per
cent, because I would think of

The Pros And Cons Of Professor Grading:
The Current System Beats Over-Organization
By BOB ROLLI
TIGER Columnist
An interesting editorial on
the rating of professors by students appeared in last week's
edition of The TIGER. The
TIGER editor stated that the
idea of "professor grading"
seems like a good one, when
practiced with the discretion
that promotes harmonious
student-faculty relations. I,
too, believe that moderation
should prevail when the subject is the grading of professors, but only in the realm
of subjective viewpoints.
SOMETHING OF VALUE
Opinions exist in brains,
and brains result from what
was inside the head at birth
and what personal experience
has placed within it since.
Hence, no two (brains or opinions) are alike, and personal
and anonymous opinions on
professors have little practical
value outside of the money
made on the sale of such opinions. Value-judgements are often made by those who rarely
have something of value to
say. The Washington University student who rated Professor X, "his own description
of an abyssal plain—dull, flat,
monotonous, and covered
with sediments," was probably struggling through Geology 201 again under Professor Y. Such generalized
euphemisms as the one cited
from Harvard's Confidential
Guide—"at best tedious, at
worse condescending"—are
virtually meaningless to the
student who is trying to think
intelligently about what
courses under what professors
he will sign up for on registration day, and I assume, of
course, that the principal end
of such guidebooks is to aid
the student in determining
which professors he will find
most desirable.
It seems to me that such a
study, to be of any value, must
be objective, detailed, and consequently, candid. As far as
actual teaching goes, a professor's academic life may perhaps be divided into three
main categories, those of lecturing, assigning, and testing.
True, this seems logical and
obvious enough, but the fact
is that many students are not

conscious of everything that
each of these categories involves, because they either
have not or can not look at
their professors objectively, in
order to find out just what
traits, tenets, and idiosyncrasies of their professors occasion the like or dislike of the
students.
MUMBLES vs. VVURKDUP
Consider lecturing, for
example. The personality of
the professor who is so graveminded that no one has known
him to laugh in the classroom
may be indesirable to many
students, but others may find
that they like the same professor because he commands
respect and takes his job
seriously. The majority of students like a prof who maintains a light atmosphere in the
classroom, and they enjoy
studying under a congenial
personality; however, other
students say that the same
professor is light, but not very
enlightening, and that his personality conduces to students'
taking the course lightly and
consequently receiving the low
grades which low achievement
generally brings. Professor
Mumbles is such a dull lecturer
that he seems to betray a lack
of interest in both subject and
students, and pupils are not
inspired to learn by his poor
example. On the other hand,
the professor is often bored
with the simplicity of the subject he has chosen to present,
and students just love simple
subject matter! Professor
Wurkdup, who lurches up and
down the aisles and sprays his
students with the froth that accompanies his loud voice, is
amusing at first, but later he
may become as tedious as
Mumbles, that is, if the students inure themselves to his
volume. Some professors are
so domineering and incorrigibly uncorrectable that they
discourage class participation; others are so nice that
one feels guilty if he hasn't
prepared the daily assignment.
NOTELESS LECTURES
And consider the actual delivery of the lecture. Would
you rather have the informality of a seated professor or
the formality of one at atten-

tion? Some students prefer a
Southern drawl, others the
Northern dialect. Some enjoy
hearing the King's English
three times a week, and others
are indifferent. Most students
seem to like best the instructor
who lectures without having to
refer to notes, but then, not
many instructors are able or
want to deliver their lectures
notelessly, and besides, it must
be remembered that the delivery often depends on the
material delivered. If the subject matter is interesting, a
good professor can combine
colloquialisms, intellectualisms, and good oratory for
a memborable lecture, but as
the popular song goes, "Your
kind are so hard to find." Instructors, of course, acquire
the deft touches of lecturing
that fit their various deliveries.
The fast-talking professor, for
example, should acquire a
knowledge of the judicious insertion of illustrative examples, repetitives, jokes, and
anecdotes into his lecture, so
that the students will at least
be able to write down all the
main points.
As the profs personality is
inextricably related to the delivery of his lectures, so is the
delivery to his aptness at explanation, and explanation is
an important aspect of the professor's teaching in mathematics, science, and engineering curriculums. Dr. Page
Turner's method of going
through the book and pointing out interesting things is
of little coherence, and consequently, of little help in helping his pupils to understand
the material; instructors who
are able to use examples and
audio-visual aids skillfully
are highly desirable. Some
science teachers make each
lecture one big audio-visual
aid, as they write all their notes
on the board. The students
chortle gleefully, thinking that
all they have to do to get a
high grade is to learn these
notes, but the funny part of
the matter is that anybody
who does copy down the notes
and does learn them ends
up knowing a helluva lot of
botany, physics, or whatever,
anyway.
As you can see, I'm not even

FROM THE HILLSIDE

going to have space to talk
much about assigning and
testing, and there are myriad
questions which may be asked
concerning them. Does Professor A give long assignments? require parallel reading? assign a term paper? assign the problems before he
discusses the theory? discuss
the theory before he assigns
the problems? ask for oral reports? not make definite assignments? follow the book in
his lectures? Does Professor T
give fair or unfair quizzes?
subjective or objective quizzes? mostly subjective questions with some objective?
mostly objective with some
subjective? mostly defective
with no object and little to do
with subject? exempt from the
final? give pop quizzes? give
one, two, or three major quizzes? grade leniently, fairly, or
absurdly? et cetera, ad infinitum?
OL' LADY IS BETTER
Of the aforementioned considerations, many are perhaps negligible, but many
more are important. The production of a comprehensive,
candid, objective, and detailed
guide on professors would require infinite time, money, and
labor, and speaking of labor,
who would do the evaluating?
Would the evaluators number
one, two, or many? Would an
evaluation group comprise
only good students, only bad
students, or a presentative
mixture of the two? Would the
evaluators be selected by random sampling or quota control sampling? On the other
hand, a collection of highly
opinionated generalizations
would be a waste of time,
money, and labor. After all,
you can get the same information from the old lady, hallmates, fraternity brothers, and
so on, and besides, a guidebook couldn't possibly contain all the old quizzes of each
professor, right? As professor
grading seems futile, Clemson
students will probably continue to use the time-honored,
two-step method of consulting
old lady, friends, and Rumor,
and then hoping they choose
the right one by guess 'n' by
gosh.

all the fun I would be missing
every time little brother Herman came home stoned from
drinking class. Besides, I
don't believe they accept first
graders who are older than
eighteen.
A child in grammar school
is entirely too young to begin
drinking, even a small
amount. Such a program
could not help anyone that
young. Alcohol, like cigarettes, is harmful to the body
before it is fully developed.
Such a program as the one
recommended by this psychiatrist should be seriously considered before teaching it in
our public schools. The students in the earlier grades of
grammar school are too
young to understand the
reason for their drinking
study.
The newspaper article reminded me of a joke I once
heard. A grammar school
teacher was trying to enlighten
her class on the evils of alcohol. As an experiment, she
dropped a worm into a glass
of fresh water. The worm
wiggled around as if unaffected by his new environment.
Next, she dropped the worm
into a glass of alcohol. The
worm promptly died. The
young teacher asked her class,
"Now do you understand my
point about the use of alcohol?" One little fellow, wise to
the experiment, answered her
question with, "Sure, if you
drink alcohol you won't have
worms."
Ronnie H. Fulmer

The
'He Roars For

The CDA's English
Dear Tom,
Visitors are always coming
to Clemson University. For
this reason and for personal
pride, we want Clemson to be
at its best—always! We have
waited for over a week before
submitting this because we
thought that the person responsible might notice. Apparently we were wrong!
In the Clemson Dining Hall,
the C. D. A. has its sign posted. It reads, "Jay and the
American's." American's
what? In a school where the
English Department'is so very
particular and meticulous, we
think that the students responsible should be a little more
careful.
Thanks,
Alex and Jerry
Two Freshmen who
passed Engl. 101

Knox Knocks Pipes
Dear Tom,
I would like to commend
the idiot who designed the addition to Brackett Hall. Particularly Room Number 30.
It's always handy to have two
steel pipes situated between
the blackboard and the class.
If you don't believe it, ask K.
S. landers.
Sincerely yours,
Walter L. Northrup
Class of 1969
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A remarkably similar situation exists at the University of South Carolina. Quoth The Gamecock,
Jan. 14 edition, "Acknowledging the great student
interest, the remarkable young team, the noted
. coach, and the minute Field House, ...the Student
Senate unanimously passed a bill urging televising
of home basketball games."
But USC's dilemma was not to come to so happy
a denouement as here. The plan was vetoed by
none other than the famed Gamecock coach, Frank
(The Irate Irishman) McGuire. The Gamecock:
"The veteran coach saw immediate television as a
deterrent to student interest and to the large crowds
he hoped to draw. Admitting that he had turned
down commercial television offers, McGuire stated
he didn't change policy in the middle of a season.
He also said he liked to see lines at his games."
Such concrete, logical reasoning one would expect
from a great sage.
In a front-page editorial in last week's Gamecock,
Editor Sig Huitt and Student Body President Jim
Graves called on all their collective eloquence to
bemoan the situation. "Hours of student expression
had, as in'the past, gone unheeded," they cried.
"Carolina students have long endured—the days
of indifference, intolerance, and ignorance are
fleeting—students' patience is wearing thin," they
warned. "The University exists for the students—
the sooner all faculty, staff, and administration
realize this, the better,"they proclaimed. "Carolina,
when, oh, when?" they concluded.

Cornering The Chiefs
But at Clemson, Coach Bobby Roberts apparently had no qualms about closed-circuit TV. Huitt
and Graves also complained of the difficulty of
cornering key USC personnel for interviews and
statements. Yet just last week yours truly had no
trouble in getting statements from Coach Howard,
Dean Trevillian, and Mr. Vickery, and this week
Publicist Bradley willingly offered the information
on the television hook-up.
From the above tale, one is logically to conclude
that we at Clemson thrive in a Paradise where student interest is forever foremost in the minds of the
Administration, and that the poor swine at Carolina subsist in a cesspool of petty Administration
feuds and indifference to student wishes. Undoubtedly this is the conclusion that some of the local
powers-that-be would like for us to reach, for someone saw fit to Xerox copies of the aforementioned
Gamecock editorial and quietly circulate it around
campus, perhaps with the hope of evoking such
sentiments that have been thus far expressed in
this column.

Milk And Honey?
Yet the Hills of Howard are not so flowing with
milk and honey as it may seem. In the past few
days serious doubts have been expressed regarding Administration honesty in treatment of students and student government. To wit: Have all
plans for revision and/or addition to student
rules and regulations, specifically those dealing
with student off-campus hoeing, been submitted
to the Student Senate, as promised by the Administration? Has the student judiciary system—
the Residence Courts and the High Court—been
allowed to play their proper role in the handing
down of verdicts dealing with all student violations?
Happily, the situation here had not hit rockbottom as it apparently has at Carolina. StudentAdministration relations have remained at a relatively happy plateau in recent years. Student Government has worked hard to establish a good name
for itself at Clemson.
Let us^hope that the mutual student-administration respect remains stable. Let us hope that recent
doubts have only been misunderstandings that
can be easily cleared up.
Let us hope that The TIGER editor and the Clemson Student Body President never have to pen an
editorial, "Clemson, when, oh, when?"
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Upstate Place Names
Claim Unusual Origins
By CHARLES HUMPHRIES
TIGER Staff Writer
Although the Indians and
early settlers have long since
gone from the piedmont section
of South Carolina, they have
left their mark on the names of
many of the towns, creeks, and
mountains in this area. Such
fascinating names as "Pumpkintown," "Cateechee," and
"Honea Path" are prime examples of the Indian lore and the
unusual early settlement naming of familiar places.
The first settlers in what is
now Anderson County were
probably those on Broadway
Creek, where Thomas Buford
and John Wardlaw are said to
have taken up land in 1783.
Originally, the land was called
Pendleton, named for Henry
Pendleton, the young jurist
from Virginia who had fathered the County Court Act of
1785.
In 1826, Pendleton was subdivided into two districts, Anderson and Pickens, named for
the two popular Revolutionary
War soldiers Col. Robert Anderson and Gen. Andrew Pickens. The village of Pendleton
fell within the limits of Anderson County.
The township of Varennes in
Anderson County took its name

gort
aoeTT&oer!

Who?.

They, fought!
Blood was shed!

from the old Varennes Church.
It was a social center for many
years, and was one of the
earliest churches in the section.
Tradition has it that a
Frenchman owned a store at
the crossroads where Varennes
was first organized and that
the name was adopted at his
request as a memorial to the
memory of his sweetheart left
behind in France. The word
"Varennes" is French and
means "waste land."
Corner Township took its
name from the old appellation
of the section of the county
known as "Dark Corner."
Exactly why the word "dark"
was used is unknown; however,
many stories have been told to
fit the name.
One of these stories concerns
Squire Andrew Liddell, who
was a tax collector for this
part of Pendleton Districtwhich
afterwards became "Dark Corner. " On his round of duty one
day, he rode up to a very
humble log cabin and spoke to
the wife since the man was gone.
The woman was anxious to
know what Liddell wanted with
her husband, and he said,
"Congress wanted to know how
much he is worth." She then replied, "My ole man will go up
there and whup Mr. Congress

Bridge Finesse
By GREG ROBERTS
EDITOR'S NOTE: Greg Roberts is a junior in-jj
dustrial management major from Aiken. He has\
been playing bridge for eight years, and he hast
been playing duplicate bridge for approximately \
two-and-a-half years. He has participated in many I
tournaments including the national tournament!
in Chicago last summer and he has acquired 170\
master points.
\

S - Qx

I

H - Ax
D-Qxxx
C - AK 10 xx

I
!

H - KQ Jxx
1
S - xx
I
D - K 10 x
|
C - xxx
The bidding: N E S W
\
Neither vul. 1C 2S 4H All pass
Our firsthand of the semester occured at a tourna- \
ment in Durham, N. C, where I was partnered \
with David Hadden, also from Clemson. Another \
Clemson pair, Bob Yon and Fred Chisholm cap- j
| tured second place honors in the Special Pairs j
Game.
East's two spade bid was weak as was my j
bidding and subsequent play of the hand! How \
would you operate after your opponents chased j
their spade tricks, and E lays down the ace of
diamonds and returns a small diamond?
I played the diamond ten, west produced the jack
and dummy won. I pulled the trumps in three j
pulls and paused to reconstruct the hands. If
I the diamonds were 3-3 or if West had four dia- j
monds and three clubs, I could make the hand. I
ran off my remaining trumps leaving:
S —
H —
D - xx
C - AK 10
S
H - x
D - K
C - xxx
On the lead of my last trump, west was squeezed
if he had four diamonds and three clubs. He threw i
a club as did I from dummy with the club ace
played the king and east failed! On the lead of
the diamond king to my hand, both followed and I
lost a club for down onek With the favorable dia- j
mond split, the hand was a lay down, but I chose
the "expert" play and it didn't work.

By Jove!
I must seek
out Cain
at once!

CAIN
SLEW.
ABELTT

WhatffVou
mean you
approve,
(3ort?r

OP course, my boy!
Thatb nipping the
old Population
Explosion in
the bud!

for meddling in our affairs!" secured title to 800 acres of
When Liddell told this to Col. land in the wild mountainous
Elias Earle, he laughingly re- area near Pickens. Some time
plied, "That must be the dark 'in the past, this section had experienced the shaking of the adcorner of the district."
Many legends have devel- jacent mountains which had
oped about the unusual name dumped tons of great boulders
of Honea Path in Anderson over the valley he had bought.
County. One of the most However, Powell and his fampopular is the one that tells of ily worked around the great
the many bee trees found along stones, producing corn, rye,
and pumpkins. When anyone
the trail near the site of the
present-day town. According to would ask the Scotchman where
the legend, the Indians obtained he lived, he always replied, "I
a great deal of honey from these live in the Rocky Bottom."
The two conspicuous mountrees. After the county became
more settled, the "Honea Path" tains near this area were fixed
was widened enough for into the Indian lore of the
wagons to travel and was called Cherokees. The larger one
afterwards the "Honey Road." whose face presents a solid,
The town of Honea Path grew almost perpendicular granite
up along this "Honey Road." front, has a flat top on which
The piedmont county of Pick- a clear spring bubbles forth.
ens was first a district after the Down below stands a lower
old Pendleton District was di- wooded and rounded mounvided, and then was formally tain.
According to the myth of the
a county when the Pickens District was divided. The county Indians, a giant lived in the
and town of Pickens derive its nearby valley and ate all his
name from the Revolutionary meals on the great flat top about
War general, Andrew Pickens. the,cool spring, and he would
The town of Pumpkintown sit on the smaller mountain,
was originally occupied by a his stool. Thus the names of
large division of Cherokee In- the two mountains came to be
dians. However, when the white "Table Rock and the Stool."
Oconee County, located in
settlers drove them out, the
white men be'gan to grow large the northwestern corner of the
state, was first established when
amounts of pumpkins.
There is one interesting the former Pickens District was
legend which is told about the divided into Pickens and
naming of the town. At one of Oconee counties in 1868.
The name of this county
their community "corn shuckins," the men of the settlement comes again from the Indians.
were discussing the subject of Supposedly, a band of Creek
aViame for their village. As the Indians settled in the area and
heated debate raged on, one were amazed and happy to
rather drink Irishman of the discover numerous clear
settlement stepped wobbly to the springs bubbling at the foot~of
front and waving his arm the mountains. Therefore, they
toward the immense pumpkins, adopted for their band the name
exclaimed, "Men, jest quit ar- "Ukoona" meaning "water eyes
guin' 'bout the whole thing and of the hills." Thus, with some
help from the English projest call 'er Punkin Town!"
The name. "Cateechee" is nunciation, the county was later
Cherokee and means "Deer's called "Oconee."
The town of Walhalla, in
Head," which to the Indians
signified grace and beauty. Ca- Oconee County, came into beteechee was the name given to a ing as a result of the German
Creek maid captured by a Colonization society of
Cherokee chief and brought to Charleston. This society
Keowee Town in Pickens Dis- bought over 17,000 acres of
land in the Pickens District to
trict about 1753.
History tells us that one of the establish a German settlement.
young soldiers fell in love with A leader in this move was a
the maid, and she with him. He distinguished Charlestonian,
was stationed at Fort Ninety John A. Wagener, later a ColSix, and when the Cherokee onel of Confederate Artillery
War broke out in 1760, the and Brigadier General of the
maid heard of an attack S. C. Militia.
In 1850, when the site of the
planned by the Indians on the
fort. She stole a horse and rode settlement was agreed upon,
to Ninety Six in sufficient time Wagener suggested the town be
for the soldiers to make prep- called Walhalla, which, accordarations which probably saved ing to German lore, means
them from destruction. The "Paradise of the Gods."
The community of Tamassee,
young Indian maid crossed the
Twelve Mile River just above which is only a short distance
the falls, and here the town from Walhalla, is where Gen.
which was later setded was Andrew Pickens spent his last
years. This community has a
named for her.
After the Cherokees had been most interesting legend contaken from the land in 1838, cerning its name. This legend,
Harris Powell, a Scotchman, also derived from Indian lore,

BATMAN COMES TO TV

HeroicScourgeOfTheUnderWorld
With the whopping sounds of
"ZAP,"
"POW,"
"BAM,"
"WHAM" and "KRUNCH"
and the straight-faced cries of
"Gleeps!" and "Holy Barracuda!" making the high-camp
move from the comic books to
the television screen, that legendary scourge of the underworld, that dynamic dogooder, Batman, becomes the
star of an electronic innovation
-Pop TV— on the ABC-TV
Network.
Premiere date for the far-out
show .^s Jan. 12.
After more than 25 years of
out-witting, out-thinking, and
out-fighting the sinister, master '
criminals of Gotham City in the
pages of comic books, Batman
and his young aide in the wholly
heroic battle against the forces
of crime are now doing battle
against these same devious villains on ABC-TV every Wednesday and Thursday, 7:30-8
p.m., EST, in a new, twiceweekly, live-action color series,
based on the fantasy and fantastic characterscreatedby Bob
Kane.
Starring in the series will be
Adam West as the Caped Crusader, who, in his TV real life,
is Bruce ' Wayne, millionaire
many times over and public
do-gooder, and Burt Ward as
the other Caped Crusader, the
wondrous Boy Wonder, Robin,
Wayne's talented, dynamic,
brilliant aide and ward.
But take a typical piece of
opening heroics: That bustling,
glittering metropolis, Gotham
City, is bustling and glittering.
To the city's sternly dedicated
Police Commissioner Gordon
falls the ail-but impossible task
of maintaining law and order.
The city's jaywalkers, litterbugs and parking scofflaws
know this sternly dedicated
man and his Chief of Detectives,
O'Hara. They know them as
powerful antagonists. But when
more deadly criminal perils
confront Gotham City, Commissioner Gordon hesitates not
an instant to grasp the hotline red telephone on his desk—
a direct, secret line to the
bravest, strongest, most redoubtable crime-fighter of them
all.
It is then that a desperate
Commissioner Gordon speaks
the name that strikes fear into
the hearts of all malefactors.
"Hello...I beg your pardon,
but is this the residence of...
BATMAN?"
And you know, it always is.
Orphaned in the course of a
dastardly robbery on the
palatial Wayne estate, handsome, clean-cut (with a great
jaw line) Bruce has inherited
the family fortune. But he was
never tempted—not even slightly—by the idle life of a ne'erdo-well. Instead, he vowed an
unending fight against evildoers, and pursued this relentlessly by endowing and administering the Wayne. AntiCrime Foundation—a nonprofit organization.
Young Dick Grayson's deceased parents, on the other
liand, were down-to-earth folks
described a village of Indians
who had a famous fire prophet
living there. His power over the
tribe was said to be attributed
to an unusually large ruby. The
Indians called this glowing red
stone "Tamassee," meaning
"the sunlight of God." When the
prophet died, the Indians
buried him on a knoll with the
gem clasped to his breast.
Where his grave was has come
to be known by the name of
the ruby, "Tamassee."
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—ordinary, run-of-the-mill, talented aerialists. From this, naturally, came his superbly coordinated agility and great love
for derring-do. His love for the
good and pure and his hatred
for the evil and impure came,
naturally, from his guardian.
The wholly heroic hero-guys
are just that, but on this new
ABC-TV series, the baddiessome of the most diabolical,
sinister and bigger-than-life
characters ever created—play a
most vital role. As they should.
Many of Hollywood's finest actors are actually vying for the
opportunity to portray these
nefarious criminals.
Frank Gorshin, for many
years a top nightclub comedian-impressionist and of late, a
serious dramatic actor, portrays The Riddler, the head of
the dread Molehill Mob. An adversary worthy of Batman, The
Riddler takes fiendish pleasure
in leaving clues in the form of
riddles at the scenes of his devilish crimes. He is adroit and sly
and no jail can contain him for
long.
Burgess Meredith, a distinguished actor in films, TV and
on Broadway, received the full
makeup treatment to emerge as
the sleek and slippery crook,
The Penguin, "The Man of
1,000 Umbrellas." Garbed always in distinctive tails with a
full six-inch penguin nose, this
arch criminal moves along his
evil way with an amazing line
of evil gadgets. He is crafty

and ingenious and no jail can
contain him for long.
Perhaps the mostfearedofthe
Caped Crusader's evil adversaries is The Joker, played
to the hilt by a very un-Latin
Cesar Romero with flowing
mane and chalk-white face. The
Clown of Crime stops at nothing; ruthlessly using puns,
practical jokes and sleight-ofhand, he perpetrates his
dastardly schemes on an unsuspecting public. He, too, is
clever and resourceful and
prison bars are of little avail
against him.
These three crooks are well
known to Batman fans. They
will, to be sure, return from
time to time to harass the Dynamic Duo and there will be
other Batman enemies who
will arrive on the TV scene
to do battle, but with the gigantic appetite of television,
new evil-doers will, be introduced.
Upcoming will be the glamorous Anne Baxter, as the
super-sinister Zelda the Great,
a devious magician who is
never up to any good. To be
sure^ she has an assistant, a
despicable character known as
• Eivol Ekdal (even backwards
it makes no sense), played by
the well-known character actor
and Academy Award nominee
("The Apartment") Jack Kruschen.
More? How about the sinister
George Sanders playing a character known as Mr. Freeze?

Everything about this Bat-enemy is super cold; he travels
about in a sub-zero astronautlike suit, lives in a frozen home
and, using his devilish devices,
can cause streets to ice over or
ice cubes and skating rinks to
melt. Oh yes, he blames Batman
for this manner of life; years
before our hero, doing battle
with Mr. Freeze, accidentally
(hard to believe) dipped his
enemy into a vat of instantfreezing solution.
Executive producer William
Dozier called this "Batman"
series nothing less than "camp
in depth."
Believe it, believe it.

Batman Fan Club
Students interested in joining the Batman Fan Club
should send a stamped, selfaddressed envelope to Box
5338, Chicago, Illinois. New
members will receive a free
membership card and a window sticker.

Students Earn 4.0's
(Continued from page 1)
Smith, Anderson; Samuel D.
Smithyman, Spartanburg; K.
Kirch Starr, Sumter; James L.
Sutherland, Clemson; Jimmie
D. Vaigner, Ridgeland; Robert
I. Van Hook, Florence; Richard M. Williamson, Clemson;
and Frederick W. Wood, Charlotte, N. C.

That heroic scourge of the underworld, the Caped Crusader whose very name
strikes fear into the hearts of villainous villains everywhere, sets out with Boy Wonder Robin, on another crime-thwarting adventure in his super vehicle, the atompowered, parachute-breaked, multi-weaponed four wheel arsenal, the Balmobile, on
ABC-TV's thrice weekly show, "Batman."
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Clemson Grad Student Reports
New Findings On Tin Wiskers
By JOHN LANE, JR.
TIGER Associate
Feature Editor
Mr. Jack H. Davis under the
research direction of Dr. E. P.
Stillwell and Dr. M. J. Skove
of the Physics Department has
arrived at an important plateau
in his investigation of single tin
crystals in the superconducting
state.
Several phases of research
concerning the superconducting properties of thin-films and
"whiskers" under stress at the
temperature of liquid Helium
are being carried out.
Mr. Davis has concluded
from his original research that
the data compiled by a Frenchman, Grenier, and Seraphim
and Marcus is not conclusive
and incompletely states the
stress properties of superconducting tin.
Because his work alters the
conclusions drawn by the three
researchers, he will elaborate
on his contention that Fermi
surface overlap effects the pattern of the data. He will give
the report on these findings in
New York City on Friday, January 28.
Mr. Davis will give his report in the session concerning
superconductors at the annual
meeting of the American Physical Society. Dr. J. E. Miller
of the Physics Department will
also deliver a talk at the meeting.
Data compiled and plotted
by Mr. Davis has established
evidence that the transition
temperature of tin is a combination quadratic and linear
function of the stress applied.
Below the transition temperature a metal will have no resistance to an electric current
flow.
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The data was taken over a
range of stress varying from
zero
to
ten-thousand
atmospheres with the result that
the transition temperature reveals a curved or quadratic
variation up to about fivethousand
atmospheres,
at
which time the graph becomes
a linear or straight-line variation. The transition temperature varied from 3.7 to 4.2
degrees Kelvin over the stress
range.
The quadratic portion of the
graph contradicts the research
done by the three researchers
who assumed the transition
temperature to be only a linear
funct on of the stress applied.
Mr.
Davis
believes the
descrepancy can be explained
by a basic difference in his work
and theirs. His data concern
stresses to ten-thousand atmospheres whereas the other research data where taken in the
very narrow range from zero
to one-hundred and eighty atmospheres.
The quadratic portion of the
curve does not become very apparent until about a thousand
atmospheres stress has been applied. Without extending the
stress to about this value the
true characteristics of the curve
cannot be determined.
Mr. Davis used single crystal
tin whiskers so that he could
apply larger stresses on the
superconducting metal. The tin
whiskers, only a millimeter in
length and several microns in
thickness, can stand over 10,000 atmospheres as compared
to 180 for bulk tin.
This unlikely situation is the
result of a high degree of plastic
flow above 180 atmospheres in
the bulk tin sample. Plastic flow
is the result of dislocations in

the crystal structure. When dislocation occurs the metal more
nearly resembles taffy than tin.
Mr. Davis believes that Fermi
surface overlap occurs during
the stress tests of his superconducting tin whiskers. This
phenomena may explain the
existance of the quadratic portion of the graph and its return
to a straight line plot.
Mr. Davis theorizes that complex Fermi surfaces in tin,
about which little is known,
overlap in the region of stress
which corresponds to the quadratic portion of the graph, and
then above 5000 atmospheres
the overlapping is complete and
the quadratic effect disappears.
In that little is known about
the Fermi surfaces of tin there
is the possibility that his data
will confirm some other properties of tin Fermi surfaces.
The equipment used to provide the temperatures near absolute zero, and to measure the
change in the transition temperature is similar to that used
in most low temperature experimentation.
The device for housing the
test whisker and a carbon resistor "thermometer" resembles
two thermos bottles, one contained within the other. Liquid
nitrogen is poured into the outside bottle to lower the temperature of the equipment sufficiently to permit pumping the liquid
helium into the internal bottle
without it boiling away in an
explosive fashion.
The liquid helium is pumped
into the bottle in which the
whisker and carbon resistor
are held.
The temperature at which the
whisker becomes superconducting can be determined by ob-

Ben Robertson

serving the change in the resistance of the carbon "thermometer."
That the resistance value of
the carbon resistor changes
rapidly below 20 degrees Kelvin makes it an accurate means
of measuring the temperature
in the range at which most
metals become superconducting. An accuracy of about onehundredth of a degree Kelvin
can easily be obtained.

Want some
good answers
to some
big questions
about your
future?

You could begin by firing these
questions at the IBM interviewer:
How many technologies is IBM
active in?
How can IBM keep me
technologically "hot" throughout my career?

How many plants, labs and
technical centers does IBM have?
Where are they? And what kind
of choice do I have?
What about creative freedom for
the engineer and scientist at IBM?
What about rewards-financial
and otherwise?
The answers to these and all
questions about IBM are yours for
the asking. So don't miss your
IBM interview. Visit your placement office and sign up now.
If for any reason you can't make it
on campus, feel free to visit
your nearest IBM branch office.
Or write: Manager of College
Relations, IBM Corporate Headquarters, Armonk, N.Y. 10504.

New Novel Based On
Robertson Journal
"Star watch, July 8, 1937,
on the freighter Pilgrim, off
Australia's coast, and young
Jack Clemson, seaman, standing in the pale radiance of the
tropic light, marvels at the capacity for variation in the mind
of the Infinite.
Perhaps the
words of Old Mac, the steward,
are echoing in his mind: ' How
can any man live on the ocean
and say there is no God?1"
Taking the unfinished jourrial of her brother, noted war
correspondent and author, Ben
Robertson (Clemson Class of
'23), who was killed in a wartime plane crash, Mrs. Mary B.
Longley has woven together
fiction with a factual account of
Robertson's voyage aboard a
freighter to Australia in 1937.
. The combining of the two factors has produced a work which
is not only a tribute to her
famous brother, but is also a
credit to her own creative abil-

This it a picture of the portrait which hangs in the
reading room of the library of noted author and war correspondent, Ben Robertson (Clemson Class of 1923). THE
PILGRIM: Voyage 37, is based on his notes. (Photo by
Boyles)

CLEMSON PLAYERS PRESENT

"The Fantasticks"
The cast and crew of the
Clemson Players are back
again this semester bigger than
ever as they prepare for their
forthcoming musical production, "The Fantasticks,"
which will be presented February 23-26 at 8 p.m. in the
Food Industries Auditorium.
Mr. John C. Duval of the
English Department is directing the production of the
musical, whichhasbeenpraised
for the tremendously fresh quality of its score and its "lovingly-larded" wit. "The Fantasticks" is a story about young
love, parents, the world, and
human nature.
Headlining the Players as El
Gallo is Charles Cottingham.
He has played the part of Mr.
Smith in "Meet Me in St. Louis"
and had the role of Jerry in
"Stag Line."
Charles is a math major from
Dillon County and a member

of Phi Eta Sigma.
The prettiest member of the
cast is Jeannette Hicks, who
has the only female role. In
1963 and 1964, Jeannette sang
with the Munich Campus Choir
at the University of Maryland.
Jeannette now sings with the
Clemson University Singers.
She is also the assistant news
manager of the Clemson radio
station, WSBF.
The major supporting roles
are handled by Bob Luckabaugh, Kurt Palomaki, Dave
Huntington, Mario Lizane, and
Richard Gilpin.
Bob Luckabaugh, who will
play the boy's father, is a member of the Clemson Glee Club
and also sings with the State
Chorus. He is a senior building construction major from
Baltimore, Md.
Dave Huntington, who has
the role of the girl's father, is
a senior English major. He has

Robertson—whose attributes
Mrs. Longley has given to the
novel's main character, Jack
C. Clemson, a young South
Carolinian who undertakes the
Voyage to Australia in order to
become familiar with sea life
and to write about it—grew up
with his sister on the Clemson
campus where their father, Benjamin F. Robertson (Clemson
Class of 1896), was associated
been the leader of two folk singging groups "The Windsongs"
and "The Corporals." Dave is
also a member of the Clemson
Glee Club.
Mario Lizane, who plays the
old actor, comes to Clemson
from Costa Rico and is one of
the original members of the
Clemson Players. As a member
of the Players, Mario had parts
in "The Idol God Trilogy,"
"The Impromptu," andthelFC
Christmas show, "The Magic
Wand."
Kurt Palomaki, who will play
the part of Mortimer, plans to
study speech and theater. Kurt
has played with a professional
dance band and various rock
and roll groups. He plays the
bass, tenor sax, clarinet, and
the piano.
Richard Gilpin, a secondyear architecture major, plays
(Continued on page 6)

with the Chemistry department
for many years.
After he graduated from
Clemson, where he served as
editor-in-chief of the 1923
TAPS, Robertson worked as a
reporter
and foreign correspondent for The Charleston
News and Courier, Honolulu
Star - Bulletin, New York
Herald
Tribune, Saturday
Evening Post, and the Associated Press. He was also the
author of three books: Traveler's Rest, a novel set in South
Carolina; I Saw England,
based on his experience as a reporter during
the Battle of
Britain which was later condensed in Reader's Digest; and
Red Hills and Cotton, describing life in Pickens County, S.
C. He was also featured by Edward R. Murrow on his wartime radio broadcasts, "This
is London."
After his death in the crash
of a Yankee Clipper plane in
Lisbon Harbor in 1943 when
returning to London to be chief
of the New York Herald Tribune bureau there, a Liberty
ship was named in his honor.
Mrs. Langley, whose novel
has been described as "a book
of heart, of ideals, of human
frailty, of humor, of sordidness at times," is a 1924 graduate of Winthrop College. She
is married to Julian M. Longley (Clemson Class of 1925),
and she now lives in Dalton,
Ga.
In commenting on the novel,
Robert C. Edwards, President
of Clemson University has
stated: "Anyone interested in
Clemson will enjoy this charming book. Although the scene is
aboard a ship sailing to Australia and in ports that ship
touches, the principle character
who comes from Pendleton is
given the name Jack Clemson.
On page after page are amusing
and revealing flashbacks to the
Clemson campus and nearby
places.
"The character Jack Clemson
is patterned after the author's
brother, Ben Robertson. Clemson alumnus who lost his life
in World War II after a notable
career as a newspaperman and
author. The story is an extension of an unfinished manuscript left by Ben. It is impossible to distinguish between
those portions written by Ben
and those added by his sister—
and that is a high compliment
to the book." —W. H. J.

Engineers and Scientists:
Let's talk about a career at Boeing...
50-year leader in aerospace technology
Campus Interviews, Monday, February 14
The most effective way to evaluate a company in terms of its potential for dynamic
career growth is to examine its past record, its current status, and its prospects
and planning for the future, together with
the professional climate it offers for the
development of your individual capabilities.
Boeing, which in 1966 completes 50 years
of unmatched aircraft innovation and production, offers you career opportunities as
diverse as its extensive and varied backlog. Whether your interests lie in the field
of commercial jet airliners of the future or
in space-flight technology, you can find at
Boeing an opening which combines professional challenge and long-range stability.
The men of Boeing are today pioneering
evolutionary advances in both civilian and
military aircraft, as well as in space programs of such historic importance as
America's first moon landing. Missiles,
space vehicles, gas turbine engines, transport helicopters, marine vehicles and basic
research are other areas of Boeing activity.
There's a spot where your talents can
mature and grow at Boeing, in research,
design, test, manufacturing or administration. The company's position as world
leader in jet transportation provides a
measure of the calibre of people with
whom you would work. In addition, Boeing
people work in small groups, where initiative and ability get maximum exposure.
Boeing encourages participation in the
company-paid Graduate Study Program at
leading colleges and universities near
company installations.
We're looking forward to meeting engineering, mathematics and science seniors
and graduate students during our visit to
your campus. Make an appointment now
at your placement office. Boeing is an
equal opportunity employer.

Sign up now
for an on-campus interview with IBM
March 4
If you ask, we'll tell all. About
"go-places" careers with IBM.
About opportunities in such areas
as basic and applied researchdevice, new product and
programing systems development-and manufacture of pacesetting equipment using the
latest technologies.

Voyage 37

THE PILGRIM: Voyage 37
By Mary B. R. Longley, Vantage Press, Inc., 285 pp.

The tin whiskers cannot be
stretched more than about one
percent of their original length.
This is accomplished by stretching a three inch "myler" film,
to which each end of the whisker
is glued one percent of its length.
By stretching the film one percent of its length, an accurate
means of applying up to 10,000 atmospheres to expand
and confirm the concepts he has
developed.
But what can superconductors be used for? What earthshattering applications can be
made
of superconducting
metals? Well, at the moment
not a whole bunch.
The field is' very new and
much research is yet to be done.
But the Air Force thinks superconductors are important
enough to provide money for
much of the research which is
being carried out.
The
Clemson University
Physics Department is presently waiting for the completion of
a superconducting electromagnet which will have three times
the field strength of the 26,000
dollar electromagnet which is
now in use for research at Clemson.
The copper coils of the superconducting electromagnet have
no resistance and once a cur(Continued on page 5)

THE PILGRIM:

Once you've heard the answers,
you'll probably have one more
question: "When can I start?"
Whatever your area of study,
ask us how you might use your
particular talent at IBM. Job
opportunities at IBM lie in eight
major career fields: (1) Research,
and Development, (2) Engineering,
(3) Manufacturing, (4) Finance
and Administration, (5) Marketing,
(6) Field Engineering, (7) Systems
Engineering, (8) Programing. IBM
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

(1) Boeing's new short-range 737 jetliner. 12)
Variable-sweep wing design for the nation's
first supersonic commercial jet transport.
(3) NASA's Saturn V launch vehicle will power
orbital and deep-space flights. (4) Model of
Lunar Orbiter Boeing is building for NASA.
(5) Boeing-Vertol 107 transport helicopter
shown with Boeing 707 jetliner.

IBM
Divisions: Commercial Airplane •

Military Airplane • Missile • Space • Turbine • Vertol . Also, Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories
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"Stick" Shoulders Load; Virginia, Maryland Invade
Sparks Tiger Rebounding Cow Palace For Weekend
By ERNIE STALLWORTH
TIGER Sports Editor
There is a grand thing for all of us ex-athletes.
It's called intramurals, and actually it amounts
to nothing at all.
Coach Bill Wilhelm is in charge of this thing
called intramurals. This year over 800 boys are
participating in the basketball program. This
means that one out of every five boys at Clemson
are in the program.
Part of the reason for the spurt in interest this
year is the head of the program. Coach Wilhelm
runs as efficient program as he can with the facilities available. Actually only one basketball court
is in use most of the time, and until this year
that court had only a clock at the scorer's table
to keep the time by.
Pepsi-Cola of Anderson and Pet Dairy of Green-t
ville have remedied that problem. The two firms
got together and donated enough money to Clemson so that a brand-new scoreboard has been installed in the little gym. The scoreboard has been
needed for some time now, and the student body
owes a vote of thanks to these fine firms.
Coach Wilhelm feels, "The scoreboard is such an
asset to our intramural program that it is hard to
imagine how we got along without one.
"I feel that this is one of the main reasons for
the tremendous interest in the basketball phase at
the present time. The previous high for participation
is basketball was 63 teams. This year we have 83
teams, which is quite an improvement."
With the use of the new scoreboard, the caliber
of play cannot help but be improved. Timeouts
will be called more judiciously. Both spectators
and players will benefit from seeing the score at
all times, instead of having to run over to the
scorer's table.

By BILL WILLIS
TIGER Sports Writer
Meet Ken Gardner, better
known as "Stick".
Ken is a 6'6" 190 pound
History major from Collingswood, N. J., who plays basketball for the mighty Fighting
Tigers.
He came to Clemson from
Collingswood High where he
played both basketball and
football. In basketball, Ken
was named All-South Jersey in
his senior year.
The magical name of Clemson first tingled his ear drums
during 1958-1959 when the
Tigers were ripping up everyone in football.
Then, former Coach Maravich asked Stick to come down
for a weekend to see the campus. Ken was ready and willing, but his "Mom" reminded
him to pass judgement only after seeing the other colleges
that wanted him.
Ken retells this old story
about his first visit to Clemson.
"I arrived on campus in May
all wrapped up for cold
weather. As I remember it, the
temperature was in the high
eighties. I nearly burned up.
"Coach Maravich took me
over to the fieldhouse and led
me up the front steps. When in
the lobby, he showed me the
impressive array of trophies.
All the while, Coach Maravich
stood behind me as if to keep
me from running away. I guess
he could see that I was skeptical of the gym.
"At this moment, I looked at
him and stated that the place
seemed pretty small. Then, he
told me in an excited manner
that the student spirit made up
for every defect in the building.

I went along with him.
"We walked downstairs and
onto the court. I picked up a
basketball and dribbled it. I
was amazed with the quality of
the court.
"After hearing the coach describe the forthcoming projects
on campus, I began to think
Clemson. I already liked the
weather, the people, and the
campus."
In his freshman year here,
Ken had a good season on the
hardcourt. Also, it was this
same year that he acquired his
famous nickname "Stick". A
roommate by the name of
Kenny Shuler worked at the
sheep farm. So, Gardner pasted
him with the name of "Sheep
Man". To revenge this stigma,
Shuler branded Gardner "Stick
Man". This title was shortened
to plan "Stick" and has followed him ever since.
Ken had this to say about
the nickname.
"I am really surprised that it
has lasted over the years. In
fact, my parents caught several of our games over the
radio and were astonished that
the
announcer called me
"Stick". My brothers and sisters actually got a kick out of
it."
Mentioning
his
brothers
caused Ken to reflect back upon
his close relationship with them.
"My brother Rich is a senior in
high school and I am sure that
he is coming to Clemson. Rich
is a good athlete and may
participate in sports. Also, I
am trying to recruit another
brother who graduates in two
years."
Stick revealed at this time that
his whole family is tall and
slender. But, he pointed out that
height had not always been his

\Defeat Is Bitter . . . War Is Hell
Received a letter this week—from one of the
GAMECOCK'S photographers. Complains that
he couldn't, get in the Carolina game...bet he
wouldn't have enjoyed it.
Quote: "...If you are afraid that you might lose
then why even broadcast the game? Second, 1
noted that you attacked the refs of the game.
How about the student (s) who attacked one of
our players and knocked him down? You seem to
be completely one-sided.
,

Tiger Tidbits
A mistake was made in this column last week. It
seems that no one can replace Spiderman in the
hearts of our football giants on F-3, not even the
Caped Crusader, Scourge of the UnderworldBatman. Apology accepted, boys?
Reports from the Easley Football Jamboree say
that it was one of the best banquets of its type
ever. The girls were lovely, the MC superb, and
coaches Howard and Bass were in their finest
hour.
Clemson's basketball Tigers were supposed to
roll over and play dead when Randy Mahaffey
fouled out of the Virginia Tech game with about 10
minutes to play. Instead, led by the fiery play of
Buddy Benedict Clemson staged one of the most
inspiring rallies of the last few years. Down 8474, the Tigers rallied to lead 85-84, but Tech refused to wilt and hung on to win.
The spirit of the student body has been excellent
in recent games. The football players deserve a
large part of the praise for this. Their signs and
outfits have been in good taste and they have exemplified the finest in Clemson spirit.
However,' when the basketball Tigers go on the
road later on in the month they will need the support of all the students. Charlotte is the perfect
place to show the team that the students are behind them. The Central Spirit Committee hopes
that all the students that are able will take advantage of the Clemson section at the NorthSouth Doubleheader.
Been having these dreams at night, visions of a
new Coliseum dancing through my head. My brother will get to enjoy it, however. The way they
name things around here, the new multi-purpose
auditorium will be called Fieldhouse No. 2.
Here it is Tuesday night and the Clemson snowball team is out in the quad practicing for the upcoming meet with USC.
Quote of the Week: Mac MacElmurray..."Coke
is Real good."
So long, Bessie.

(Continued on page 6)

an ACC contender, the Terps
have thus far amassed a 2-4
conference record and are 6-7
overall. However, four of their
losses have been by a total of
eleven points—the latest being
a 58-60 loss to N. C. State in
overtime two weeks ago.
Coach Millikan has previously stated that last year's Clemson game, which the Terps won
68-66 in double overtime, made
his ball club. Maryland was 8-5
at this stage last year. Starting with their win over Clemson, the Terps went on to win
10 out of 13 to finish in a tie
for second in the conference.
Three of those ten victories
were over the Tigers; twice in
the regular season, and once
in the tournament.
Maryland's leading scorer is
6-5 Gary Ward with a 16.1
average. He is hitting 45.7 per
cent of his floor shots, and has
pulled down 115 rebounds to
lead in that category, too. Ward
was the main factor in the Terps
tournament win over the Tigers
last season, and is Mr. Dependable for Maryland.
Just behind Ward in scoring
is Jay McMillen with a 15.0
average and 73 rebounds. McMillen is leading the Terps in
free throws, having made 81.5
per cent. Foul shooting, however, has hurt Maryland this
season. The Terps percentage is
a not-too-spectacular 60.
Joe Harrington, a senior who
has been coming on strong recently, is the team's leading
shoot hitting over half of his
shots, and he also has 102 rebounds to his credit. Compjeting Coach Millikan's starting
five are six foot Gary Williams
and 6-8 Rick Wise.
Maryland won the Sugar
Bowl Tournament during the
holidays, but they have since

Gary Ward
lost four in a row and all of
them in the conference. They
are currently in seventh place
and a half game behind Clemson. The Terps will be out to
start another winning streak
like that of last season to place
them high in the standings for
the tournament.
(Continued on page 6)

New Scoreboard Sparks Record Turnout
As Basketball Intramurals Get Under Way

The TIGER would like to wish all teams in the
program the best of luck, but most of all would
like to wish the Tiger Staff basketball team the best
of luck.

"...Finally, if the only thing you can do in left
field is to teach students how to hate USC then I
can see why you use the tactic of putting Columbia
or USC synonamous with slut and ruffians. This
only shows your own stupidity. Lastly, and just
for the record, one-half of our freshman team did
not even arrive in Clemson until their game was
about 8 minutes old..."
War is hell!
, Perhaps he is right, the term ruffians is a bit trite.

outstanding characteristic,
since he was only 5'8" in the
eighth grade.
"I have tried to gain weight
by drinking extra nutriment
and fattening goodies, but to no
avail. I believe I will always
be skinny."
Still talking about physical
disabilities, but not complaining, Ken informed me that he
had to red shirt his sophomore
year because of bad ankles and
a collapsed lung.
"However, my play has not
been hampered these last two
years."
As most Tiger fans know,
Stick hit twenty points and
seized eighteen rebounds
against nationally ranked Virginia Tech last Saturday to
prove his complete recovery.
Rebounding is a source of
great pride with Ken. He shares
his feelings and techniques in
the following paragraph.
"I take pride in rebounding
since I believe it to be harder
than accumulating points. In
fact, I try to come out of every
game with more rebounds than
total points.
"The secret to rebounding
must be natural jumping ability
coupled
with
correct
positioning, quick reflexes, and
good hands."
Still talking basketball, Ken
described the new Tiger offense.
"We play a 'picking and screening' type of offense because of
our lack of great height. In this
plan, I play either the center
or forward position; it depends
upon the defensive zone being
employed."
Switching to another phase of
the game, Stick howled about

By SAMMIE CARROS
TIGER Sports Writer
The Clemson Tigers return
to ACC action this weekend as
they play host to Virginia Friday night and Maryland Saturday.
Virginia's Cavaliers, coached
by Bill Gibson, will be seeing
their first action since semester
break. They bring a 3-4 ACC
record and a 3-7 overall record
to the Cow Palace. Their three
conference victories have been
over Wake Forest, Maryland
(at College Park), and North
Carolina. The Cavs lost to Duke
by only three points earlier in
the season.
Leading the Virginia attack is
guard .lim Connelly, the only
senior on the squad. He is currently averaging 20.7 points a
game and enjoyed a high of 42
against William and Mary.
Connelly is also hitting an
amazing 67.7 per cent from the
floor.
Playing
center
is John
Schroder, who leads the team in
rebounds with 78. Rounding
out the starting five are forwards Mike Katos who has a
17.5
average
and Jerry
Sanders with 71 rebounds and
a 13.4 scoring average, and
guard Buddy Reams.
The Cavaliers are currently
in fifth place in the ACC and will
be trying to move into the first
division. They are a young
spirited group that has given a
lot of trouble to everyone they
have played. Robert's record
against the Cavaliers is 5-1,
with the lone loss coming in
the last game played between
the two schools, 69-67.
THEN THE TERPS
On Saturday night the Tigers
will entertain Coach Bud Millikan's Maryland Terps. Picked
by most pre-season polls to be

Off And Running

By HENRY HAHN
TIGER Sports Writer
Sparked by the addition of a
new scoreboard to the little
gym, there is a marked increase
in the interest shown by Clemson students in the intramural
basketball program.
A record number of teams
turned in eligibility rosters to
Coach Wilhelm last week; this
year's program consists of 83
teams in 12 leagues. This is an
increase of 20 teams over the
last record number in 1964.
This week, the Tiger Sports
Department's panel of experts,
with the help of the intramural
eligibility records, has determined a pre-season top-ten.
Number one ranked are the
Delta Kappa Alpha Deacons.
The Deacs will be led this season by Gary Engstrum and
Jimmy Addison. Addison, who
in his spare time quarterbacks
the Tiger football team, is one

of the outstandingguardsinthe Zeta Warriors in the fifth poprogram. His ball-handling sition.
Kelly Road, a well-known
and general all-around play
in
intramurals,
is
are the key to this strong team. name
Fort Pitt holds on to the sec- sparked to the sixth spot by
Charlie EUenburg and Jimmy
ond position, barely nudging
out the Kappa Delta Chi Epps. Kelly Road was only a
Eagles. The Pittsburg boys, few points ahead 6f the Sigma
from" the heart of basketball Kappa Epsilon Blues in the balcountry, are paced by Bud loting, regulating the Blues to
Wiley and Jim Foster. Keith seventh. Mike Holbrook and
Waters and Charlie Compton Billy Ragsdale are the keys to
lead the charge of the Chi's. this club's bid.
Ranked eighth among the top
In the fourth spot are the
Numeral Society Reds under ten is our own Tiger Staff.
the direction of two star ath- The local boys finished last sealetes. Johnny Jones, former star son with a 6-1 record, losing in
baseball outfielder here at the semi-finals to the F-4
Clemson, and Edgar McGee, Oranges (the eventual champa football sophomore end, give ions). Rated by some as the
the Reds strong backboard best center in intramurals is
strength and a rating in the top Jim Workman who averaged
13.4 last year. Ernie Stallten.
Ellis Dantzler, first baseman worth, Tiger Sports Editor, led
on the baseball team, and "Gil" all scorers last year in total
Gilreth rank the Sigma Alpha points and returns hoping to
improve his 14.7 average. Mac
McElmurray rates as a darkhorse candidate for the All-

Intramural team and plays at
guard.
Larry Pettus leads one of the
few hall teams to make the
coveted
top-ten,
the
E-4
Oranges. Pettus denies the
(Continued on page 6)

The Top Ten
i Delta Kappa Alpha
Deacons
2. Fort Pitt
3. Kappa Delta Chi Eagles
4. Numeral Society Reds
5. Sigma Alpha Zeta
Warriors
6. Kelly Road
7. Sigma Kappa EpsiIon Blues
8. TIGER Staff
9. E-4 Oranges
10. Garden State Five

Greenfield's Track Boys Limbering Up
By HENRY HAHN
TIGER Sports Writer
The 1966 track team is
heavily laden with returning
lettermen. The co-captains for
the varsity squad are Hayes
Cone and Ed Pool. Cone is a
senior from Cincinnati, Ohio.
He placed second in the 1964
ACC 220-run and fifth in the
1965 ACC 220-run. Also, in
1964, Cone was a member of
the record breaking ACC

champion 440-relay team. In
1965, he was first in the state
220 and a member of the all
time ACC Mile Relay Team.
Also a senior, Ed Pool came
to Clemson from Greenville, S.
C. During last season, he placed
fifth in the ACC 100; third in the
state 100; and was a member of
the state 440 relay record-holding team.
Other varsity lettermen are
seniors: Greighton Alexander

Hayes Cone and Ed Pool, 1966 Co-Captains of
Track Team
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Sweat Pants

of Charleston, S. C.,w ho jumps
the high hurdles and triple
jump, and Andy Evans of Salisbury, Md., who runs the 440,
220, and mile relays.
The majority of the returning
lettermen are juniors. These include Dick Bell of Summerville,
S. C, who throws the javelin
and was a finalist in the 1964
ACC 100; Terry Givvons of
Charlotte; James Hill of Columbia who participates in the
440 and hurdles; and Lynwood
O'Cain of Orangeburg, who
was second in the 1964 state
meet in the 330 and hurdles.
Other juniors are: Bill Manos
of California, Md., who was
fourth in the state high hurdles
last season and also a member
of the all-time ACC Mile Relay
team; Wayne Page, who hails
from the town of Lakeview,
S. C; Charles Reese of Rock
Hill, who was fourth in the
state shot-put last season; Donald SikesofArlington,Va.,who
placed fourth with the discus in
the state meet last season; and
Robert Tindall of Jacksonville,
Fla., who runs the mile and two
mile.
Coach Pee Wee Greenfield
states that the sophomores are
working out nicely and believes
that they are the best group of
sophomores to come to Clemson in many years. Making up

Whitman's

this group are: Marion Adams
of Walhalla, Richard Albers of
Mt. Pleasant, Hunter Clarkson
of Columbia, Sheldon Jeter of
Carlisle, Odious Knights of Arcadia, Marion Miller of Greer,
Bill Shirley of Williamston,
Crispin Spencer of Anderson,
and James Smith of Greer.
Other sophomores include
Tom Murrell of Kingsport,
Tenn., Robert Nichols of Concord, N. H., Paul Kozmo of
Staten Island, N. Y., Roy Jones
of Albion, N. J., and Paul Benz
of Jackson Heights, N. Y.

Tin Whisker Report
(Continued from page 4)
rent is started it will continue
to flow indefinitely without the
use of a power supply. It approaches a perpetual motion
machine.
If metals could be made
superconducting at room temperature, then wires the size of
threads could be made to carry
any amount of current without
overheating. There would no
longer be a need for transformers and high voltage
supplies for telephone and
power lines.
The gains of such a development would be phenominal.

Pangburn's

Russell Stover Candies
are now available at

Knit Caps

JUDGE KELLER

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY
Your Walgreen Agency in Downtown Clemson

. . . Thanks To Pepsi And Pet

DO YOU NEED
VALENTINE CARDS?
Do you need
Valentine Candy?
WHATEVER YOUR NEEDS MAY BE,
SHOP AT

HARPER'S 5 & 10c STORE
In Downtown Clemson

We also have stuffed plush
toys and stuffed tigers
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Col. Franklin Expresses Confidence
In McDaniel As Wing Commander
To function efficiently, any
organization must have not
only membership support, but
also outstanding leadership.
Lt. Colonel Dewey R. Franklin,
Professor of Aerospace Studies
is confident he has found an
outstanding leader in Cadet
Colonel Kenneth K. McDaniel,
whom he has appointed as AFROTC Wing Commander for
the spring semester, 1966.
Cadet McDaniel's military aptitude, desire, and enthusiasm
have been previously reflected
by his having been selected to
Scabbard and Blade and Arnold Air Society. A native of
Pickens, S. C, he is also a
member of the Flight Instruction Program and was one of
the first members to solo. He
plans to continue his interest in
flying as an Air Force Pilot.
Among Cadet McDaniel's
other extracurricular activities
are Editor of the Agrarian and
vice president of the Agricultural Economics club.
Assisting Cadet Colonel McDaniel as staff officers are Donald L. Ellis of North Augusta,
S. (.'.. Executive Officer; Ben E.

Josey of Milledgeville. Ga., Administrative Officer; Paul \V.
Sandefer of Jacksonville, Fla.,
Operations Officer; Fred M.
Hicklin Jr. of Richburg, S. C,
Inspection Officer; William E.
Howiler Jr. of Sumter, S. C,
Information Officer; Larry J.
Drummond of Easley, S. C,
Material Officer; and Kenneth
D. HollidayofEglinAFB. Fla..

FINANCIAL AID
It is requested that interested
students note the following cutoff dates for submission of applications for student financial
aid for the academic year
1966-67: scholarships, Mar.
1st; loans, June 1st.

Athletic Officer. Pre-camp coordinator for FTU (summer
camp) is Roy Bratton of
Adamsburg, S. C.
Group Commanders for the
semester are John A. Montgomery of Columbia, S. C,
Ronald X. Priddy of Harleyville, S. C, Francis L. Kapp
of Greenville, S. C, and Earl
H. Smith of Mandeville, La.

Application forms, descriptive literature, etc., may be
obtained from the Student
Financial Aid office, room 24,
Tillman Hall.
RUDOLPH LEE GALLERY
"The Architecture of Wood,"
a photographic review of recent buildings stressing the

(Continued from page 1)

Student Senate
Begins Semester
By JOHN DICKERSON
Ass't Sec. of the Student Senate
Monday, the Clemson University Student Senate held its
initial meeting of Spring sevester 1966. Proposed legislation for the coming semester
was presented and previous
legislation now in committee
was reviewed.
The Student Organization Affairs Committee presented the
petition for recognition of the
Women's Student Association.
After deliberation and consideration, the Senate rejected the
petition on the grounds that the
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Jay And The Americans
Otis Redding, singing a
fusion of blues, pop, and gospel
has
successfully captivated
audiences everywhere, as his
soul music reaches out and visibly moves the listener. Soul is
not something that can be
feigned—you either have it or
you don't. Otis Redding has it.
Singing such hits as '"Respect," "Ole Man Trouble,"
"I've Been Loving You Too
Long," and many others, the
Otis Redding show promises to
be top entertainment.

Lonstitution and purpose of the
association were vague and not
definitive.
The Academic Affairs Committee was formed as a fourth
committee of the Senate due to
passage of a bill presented by
the Judiciary committee. This
new committee will serve to
regulate academic relations of
the students, faculty, and administration.
The legislative representatives of the freshman class approved the appointment of Arthur Viohl to fill a vacancy
in the freshman senate.

Otis Redding was born in
Dawson, Georgia, in 1941. He
later moved to Macon while still
a boy. While living in Macon,
he met his earliest inspiration,
Little Richard.

Tickets for the concert and
dance are now on sale in the
University Dining Hall, and

CDA placing will locate
places for dates to stay in Clemson homes. Contact any CDA
member for information.
Goz Segars, CDA publicity
chairman says, "We hope that
Jay and The Americans will
bring to Clemson some of the
best entertainment we've seen.
The CDA has received several
letters from other campuses
saying that Jay and The Americans gave a simply tremendous concert. This should
certainly be one of our dance
week ends as Otis (Redding)
follows on Saturday night with
his complete show."

Miss Dana Stuari is shown in one of her outfits that
earned her the title of "Best Dressed Coed." (Photo by
Lee)

Drill Meet
Virginia, Maryland PR
(Continued from page
(Continued from page 5)
Maryland will face at win outside scoring duo in Clemson's
Garry Helms and Jim Sutherland. Helms has scored 93
points in his last four games
to take over the scoring lead
with an average of 17.8. Sutherland is close on his heels
with 17.5.
Ken Gardner, who played
perhaps his finest game last
Saturday against VPI, has
boosted his average to 12.0.
Randy Mahaffey gives Clemson four scorers in double figures with a 14.0 average.

1)
room no. 5 of the Student Affairs Building and will last until 1:00 p.m. when the meeting
will adjourn for lunch in the
cafeteria.
At approximately 5:00 p.m.
Saturday evening, the Regiment will hold a banquet at the
Southerner Restaurant between
Easley and Greenville.
As Commander Fernandez
said earlier in the year: "This
is going to be the best year
yet for the Fourth Regiment."

"The Fantasticks"
(Continued on page 5)

from
600 AM

CLEMSON FENCING CLUB

WSBF

88.1 FM

24 Hours A Day
PROGRAM NOTES
Clemson Basketball
Friday night, 7:55-CLEMSON vs. VIRGINIA
Sat. night, 7:55-CLEMSON vs. MARYLAND

to
MEMBERS, FORMER MEMBERS,
OCCASIONAL MEMBERS & ANYONE ELSE

We Very Much Need Your Help
TO CONDUCT THE 5 TEAM MEET
TO BE HELD SAT., FEB. 5
IN THE BIG GYM
We need timers, scorers, "officials" of all
kinds from Friday night after the concert to
Saturday night (or any portion of said period).
If you will help, please notify a member
of the club or come by practice at the Y
(M., W„ F. at 5 p.m.).

aesthetic aspects of wood construction, is open free of
charge to the public until Jan.
31 in the Rudolph Lee Gallery
of the School of Architecture
at Clemson University. Visiting hours are from 9:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m. except Sunday,
when hours are 2:00 to 6:00
p.m.
KARATE CLUR
For anyone interested in
karate, there will be a meeting
Tuesday night to discuss formation of a karate club. This
meeting will be at 7:30 in meeting room 1 of the Student
Center.

Best-Dressed Coed Award
Given To Soph. Dana Stuart

Redding, in addition to singmg and writing, plays guitar,
bas
drums, piano, and organ

may be purchased from any
CDA Junior Staffer. Admission
for the concert and dance is
S3.50 per couple per night, and
S2.00 single for the concert
only. Xo block tickets will be
sold.

Friday, January 28, 1966

Saturday Night
6:00-12:00-"OFFBEAT," featuring all types of
music

the part of the mute. Rich is also
one of the original members
of the Players and did prop and
set work for several productions. He comes from Savannah, Ga., and is a member
of the Order of DeMolay and the
AI A.
Scottie MacLean, a senior
English major, will be the "leader of the band." Scottie was the
musical consultant for summer
stock productions in Waterboro, Me., for the Gilbert and
Sullivan operas "HMS Pinafore" and "Trial by Jury."

Miss Dana Stuart, a pretty
Sophomore from Columbia,
was elected Best-Dressed Coed
in a poll conducted last semester.
Three hundred coeds participated in the election, which
was conducted in behalf of
Glamour Magazine. Glamour
sponsors similar contests on

New Scoreboard
'Continued from page 5)
rumor that Buddy Benedict, his
roommate, is coaching the
team.
The massive board strength
of the Garden State Five was
the deciding factor in their tenth
spot ranking. Roger Sherman
and Everett Thorsland are
mainly responsible for this advantage. If the guard play
holds up to pressure, this club
could be dangerous.
These are the top ten teams
and their stars. The individual
performers do not stop here
however.
Davis Jordan of Lynch's
River scored 34 points against
the Sigma Kappa Epsilon Reds
last Monday. Perry Waldrep of
A-7 and Jeff Frank of South
Jersey will both bear watching
in the score column. Frank
scored 49 points last year in
two games before his team was
knocked out of the program.
Scoring has increased sharply during the first few days of
play this week. Intramural officials attribute this to the new
scoreboard which was donated
to Clemson by Pet Dairy of
Greenville and Pepsi Cola of
Anderson.

over 300 college campuses annually.
In the Glamour contests, the
ten best-dressed coeds in the
nation will be given free,
expense-paid trips to New York
and will appear in the August
issue of the magazine.
The girls will be judged by
true color pictures and a short
write-up sent to the magazine.
On the local level, Dana will
also appear in the Taps.
Dana, an applied math major, is a member of the Taps
junior staff and a sister of Sigma Beta Chi. Also, she is a participant in the honors program
and vice-president of the hall
counselors in her dormitory.
Last year's best-dressed girl
was Miss Brenda Baker of Palm
Beach, Fla.

"Stick" Gardner
(Continued from page 5)
his foul shooting. "My foul
shooting is off. I believe that
one should hit 80 per cent from
the line. For instance, at The
Citadel I walked up to the foul
line with the fans booing and
yelling. I said to myself—those
people might as well yell at
someone else. Then I missed
both shots. However, I hit the
next seven to help the team."
Before going to lunch, Stick
answered questions concerning
his studies, his hobbies, and
future plans.
"Those away games are hard
for me academically because
it's hard to get any studying
in. I must sum up my attempts
with the word 'sneak'.
"As for my future plans, I
hope to go to graduate school
and major in political science."

in

Tuesday Night
7:55-Basketball-CLEMSON vs. WAKE FOREST

SPECIAL LATE SHOW
FRI. NIGHT 10:30 P.M.
BORIS KARLOFF
NICK ADAMS
SUSAN FARMER

'DIE MONSTER DIE'
—IN COLOR—

TUES.-WED. - FEB. 1-2
MICHAEL CAINE
NIGEL GREEN
SUE LLOYD

INTERVIEWS
FOR BSEE's

'THE IPCRESS FILE'
From The Breathless
Best - Seller By
Len Deighton

Thur.-Fri.-Sal. - Feb. 3-4-5
DON KNOTTS

"THE GHOST AND
MR. CHICKEN"
—IN COLOR—

Arrange an appointment with your Placement Director now.
Or write for information to Manager of College Relations.

£2k. GUIDED MISSILES
RANGE DIVISION
•as*
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS, INC.
750 S. ORLANDO AVENUE. COCOA BEACH. FLORIDA
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Clemson Night
(Continued from page 1)
including Columbus and Tifton
in neighboring Georgia and.
Charlotte; Greensboro, Ral- .
eigh, and Winston-Salem in
North Carolina.
Meetings scheduled in other
cities include: Birmingham,
Huntsville and Montgomery,
Ala.; Washington, D. C; Seaford, Del.; Jacksonville, Miami,
Orlando and Tampa, Fla.; Chi-'
cago, 111.; Indianapolis, Ind.;
Fort
Leavenworth, Kan.;
Baton Rouge and New Orleans,
La.; Baltimore, Md.; Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, Pa.; Mem- ,
phis and Chattanooga, Tenn.;
and Richmond, Va.
South Carolina club meetings
are planned for Charleston,
Florence,
Greenwood, and
Laurens.

If

You want to
have

You may need help
with your reading
rate.
You can learn
how to comprehend,
read faster,
listen better,
and know the words
you hear.
It doesn't cost a

FORTUNE

'RANGE PROFESSIONAL." It's a new discipline of our own creation ... a blend of the
many technologies requited to support our nation's space and missile launches.
When a new grad joins Pan Am at the Eastern Test Range with a degree in electronic,
electrical, mechanical, chemical, civil or industrial engineering, physics, or math ... or even
if he's an experienced specialist in telemetry, optics, hydraulics, radar, statistics, infrared,
orbital mechanics, data handling, communications or what have you... he soon becomes
proficient in many disciplines.

Find out more about your potential as a Range Professional when our team visits
your campus.

YMCA members will have a
trip to Highlands to go ice
skating on Feb. 12. Members
will leave in the morning and
return that afternoon. Transportation will be furnished.
Those who plan to go, should
sign up at the YMCA soon.

and still get
all your studying
done,

We'll be on campus
soon to talk about a new
breed of engineering you
can't get a degree in.

The multiple striking power of this all-around engineer goes a long way in explaining
our success with planning, engineering, and directing operation of the Air Force's multimillion dollar instrumentation complex stretching from Cape Kennedy to the Indian Ocean
. ..and v/hy we're working ahead confidently for launches of MOL, Apollo, Voyager and a
host of other sophisticated programs.

YMCA
The YMCA announces a
cook-out for its members on
Feb. 4, at 6:00 p.m. at the recreation area. Tickets are 50
cents per person, and are
available at the "Y" or from
various members.

LIFE

Thursday Night
7:55-Basketball-CLEMSON vs. FURMAN

"DO NOT DISTURB"
—IN COLOR-

REWARD FOR FOG
Anyone who finds a tan
London Fog, size 42, will be
given a reward by returning it
to the TIGER office.

to
go out, date,
and mess around,
have the time of
your

Tom Thomsen wanted challenging work

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.-MON.
JAN. 28-31
DORIS DAY
ROD TAYLOR

Found: A pair of dress
shoes. These were found in
the parking lot next to the field
house, and the owner should
see Coach Greenfield.

TIME

Sunday P.M.
12:30-SONGTIME
1:00-"WTH ME TODAY," WITH GUEST HOW
ARD JOHNSON
3:00-CONCERT IN HIGH FIDELITY
7:00-SOUNDS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY,
featuring the original soundtrack of the
SOUND OF MUSIC

LISTEN TO THE GREAT 88, WEEKDAYS FROM 3-6

Clemson Theatre

FOUND
Found: Article with initials
R. W. C. The owner should
contact the Office of Student
Affairs.

Just Contact
MRS. S. D. SEYMOUR

He found it at Western Electric
T. R. Thomsen, B.S.M.E., University of Nebraska,
'58, came to Western Electric for several reasons.
Important to him was the fact that our young engineers play vital roles right from the start, working
on exciting engineering projects in communications including: electronic switching, thin film circuitry, microwave systems and optical masers.
Western Electric's wide variety of challenging
assignments appealed to Tom, as did the idea of
advanced study through full-time graduate engineering training, numerous management courses
and a company-paid Tuition Refund Plan.
Tom knows, too, that we'll need thousands of
experienced engineers for supervisory positions
within the next few years. And he's getting the
solid experience necessary to qualify. Right now,

to find out

Tom is developing new and improved inspection
and process control techniques to reduce manufacturing costs of telephone switching equipment
Tom is sure that Western Electric is the right place
for him. What about you?
If you set the highest standards for yourself,
enjoy a challenge, and have the qualifications
we're looking for — we want to talk to you! Opportunities for fast-moving careers exist now for electrical, mechanical and industrial engineers, and
also for physical science, liberal arts and business
majors. For more detailed information, get your
copy of the Western Electric Career Opportunities
booklet from your Placement Officer. And be sure
to arrange for an interview when the Bell System
recruiting team visits your campus.

that $10.00 down
and terms arranged
to suit everyone.

The Deadline Is
Feb. 9
CALL 654-4413
before then to
find out how good

Western Electric MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

;

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities D Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S.
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N.J.DTeletvDe Corp., Skokie. III.. Little Rock. Ark. QGeneral Headauarters. New York City

this is.

